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The latest edition of this highly regarded instructional manual. See the great reader reviews posted

for the previous editions. With this book and a weekend of your time you can make a plane and

learn to use it effectively. You'll also discover a wealth of general woodworking tips and acquire a

solid grounding in many fundamentals of fine woodworking. Now in its third printing, "Making and

Mastering Wood Planes" by master craftsman David Finck is the definitive book in the field and a

classic introduction to the art of fine woodworking. Reviews: ". . . the best book available on making

and using Krenov-style wooden planes. Finck's advice on construction and planing techniques is a

woodworking education in itself. He also provides excellent insights and instructions on tools,

power-tool techniques, jigs and the theories underlying the process of planemaking. A clearly written

and far-ranging treatise." -- Ellis Walentine Webmaster & Host, WoodCentral "Essential reading for

anyone with an interest in handplanes. I wore out my first copy." -- Christopher Schwarz, Editor,

"Popular Woodworking" and "Woodworking Magazine."
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The latest edition of this highly regarded instructional manual. See the great reader reviews posted

for the previous editions. With this book and a weekend of your time you can make a plane and

learn to use it effectively. You'll also discover a wealth of general woodworking tips and acquire a

solid grounding in many fundamentals of fine woodworking. Now in its third printing, "Making and



Mastering Wood Planes" by master craftsman David Finck is the definitive book in the field and a

classic introduction to the art of fine woodworking. Reviews: Ã¢Â€Âœ. . . the best book available on

making and using Krenov-style wooden planes. Finck's advice on construction and planing

techniques is a woodworking education in itself. He also provides excellent insights and instructions

on tools, power-tool techniques, jigs and the theories underlying the process of planemaking. A

clearly written and far-ranging treatise." -- Ellis Walentine Webmaster & Host, WoodCentral

"Essential reading for anyone with an interest in handplanes. I wore out my first copy." --

Christopher Schwarz, Editor, "Popular Woodworking" and "Woodworking Magazine."

This is a well written and detailed book on making hand planes. Not only does the author explain the

process of making a wooden plane, but he also explains how to get standard shop tools to perform

their best so each plane comes out the best that it can possibly be. It is important to know things like

setting up tools because if the tool does not make an accurate cut, the resulting plane will not be

accurate either. The author assumes you know nothing, and guides you through each and every

step in the process leaving nothing out. An excellent book, and it will surely make a plane lover out

of anyone.I had avoided hand planes for many years, and unfortunately it was in error. After having

made a few wooden planes, and learning how to adjust them and use them, my opinion on the use

of hand planes has completely reversed. Not only are hand planes easy to learn and use, many

times they are faster and more efficient at removing a little material here and there than hauling out

a power tool or sanding forever to accomplish the same thing. I think I really had to make one

myself in order to get myself to use it, and now that I have, the experience has been well worth the

small effort up front. My new wooden planes work better than the several old metal planes that have

been sitting around the shop forever, and this is primarily because after making the wooden planes I

tuned them to work the best that they could. The author explains all of these steps, and there is

nothing better than a handmade plane that is perfectly tuned to remove material so thin you can

read through it.

I have been a wood worker / carpenter for many years, building boats, furniture, cabinetry and

homes. I purchased Making and mastering wood planes to do just that but this book is so much

more. This hands down the best woodworking book I own and I own a lot of book like this one. Finck

covers not just making wood planes but how to tune spoke shaves and sharpen cabinet scrapers.If

you have no interest in planes and just would like to know how to learn such things as using a band

saw, jointer and planer. How to tune your Combination Square, straightedge, block plane and



spokeshave. Preparing a grinder, honing stone and workstation. Making a tool rest and truing jig for

your grinder just to mention a few of the many useful techniques that any woodworker could use.

This book is a gem.

In the interests of "writing short," I'm simply going to summarize my feelings, up front, by saying

"This is a fantastic book. Buy it!" and to add that anything else positive that other reviewers had to

say about this book is exactly right.Having put one wooden hand plane together, from a kit, prior to

buying this book, I can already see (via a couple quick flip-throughs of the contents, with a bit of

more detailed reading, here and there) that this book will absolutely meet my needs for studying this

part of the craft. Having previously put one together from a (Hock Tools) kit, I can see that these

instructions go even deeper than I have already gone. There's a boatload of helpful information in

this book, that will be great for any future plane-making I do. I'm not at all sorry I built my first

wooden (block) plane from a kit! Buying both this book and a kit would be a very fast way to get

started in this interesting niche in the woodworking hobby world. The book filled in details the kit's

instructions didn't; and having pre-made parts in a box, ready to put together and refine, seems like

the best of both worlds to me. That was ideal for my first hand-built wooden plane, but I'm really

excited about my second plane, or my third one; and learning to make planes for specialized tasks.

(I often build scale models and such, rather than "boxy" projects ... so, adaptation will be a good

thing, over the long haul!)When the book arrived, I did an initial flip-through, just to get a sense of

the whole. I was deeply impressed at how detailed and helpful, but also fun and inspiring, this book

was. I was just as impressed on a second, more detailed overview or skimming.Going forward, I'm

really looking forward to "deep diving" this book -- not just as a one-time passive reading

experience, but to actually take me beyond kit assembly, and into the (very enjoyable!) waters of

building and using hand planes. I will really enjoy having this book around, as my road map for that

journey, as I make another hand plane later on, and then another one, and ...

I probably spend as much time reading about woodworking as I do actual woodworking. As a

consequence, I have read a lot of books. This book by Finck is one of the best that I have come

across. If you have any interest in making (or using) a wooden plane, this book is a must! He not

only tells you, in great detail, how to make a wooden plane, but he also covers the care and use as

well. After reading his book and following through the construction of the smooth plane he

describes, you will have the knowledge necessary to _look_ at other plane designs and reproduce

them. I have spent considerable effort in tuning up old metal planes and have gotten to the point



where I really enjoy using them. The smooth plane that I made using Finck's instructions, however,

is now my favorite tool of choice.

This is a good, serious book. I'm not sure if David Finck is overprecise (his shavings are super-thin)

but if you can make something that will do what he says you can do, you should make your own

planes. You'll need irons that are worthy of your efforts (Hock Tools).
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